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What does the future of RHS Chelsea
Flower Show look like? We asked the
experts... 
Is the ‘fallow year’ of Virtual Chelsea a chance for a creative reset? Britain’s top
gardeners have plenty of ideas

By Tim Richardson

24 May 2020 • 6:00am

The greatest show on earth: renowned gardeners and designers weigh in on the future of Chelsea  CREDIT: Heathcliff O'Malley

Enter the competition

Yesterday should have been the final day of Chelsea Flower Show, after a

week of world-class horticultural excitement. But Covid-19 put a halt to all

that, along with other RHS shows, now cancelled or postponed until

September. However, the gap in the schedule offers instead the

opportunity for new ideas about the future direction of the show.

There is no doubt that Chelsea has felt somewhat denuded in recent years,

as sponsorship declines, show-garden numbers drop and smaller specialist

nurseries desert the plant marquee – though the show has remained as

popular as ever in terms of visitor numbers.

“Let’s be honest, there isn’t going to be a lot of money sloshing around next

May, is there?” says the ever-candid garden designer Ann-Marie Powell.

“That’s money for show gardens, exhibitors, nurseries, and for the RHS to

fill in any gaps. So I’m hoping this [lockdown] will be a chance for the RHS

to do a huge reset.”

And as renowned designer Dan Pearson says: “The current model feels so

out of tune with where we should be focusing energy… Now more than

ever, the smaller growers should be supported and the focus re-oriented;

the media coverage has really been hijacked by the corporate side of

things.”

Indeed, the state of the plant marquee at Chelsea is the issue that excites

most concern. It’s difficult to find nurseries willing to comment, but Derry

Watkins (of Special Plants in Wiltshire) is happy to speak out:

“I hadn’t been to Chelsea since 1999 and went last year,” she says. “I found

there was a profound lack of interesting plants, with very few nurseries

exhibiting their specialities. I came away with one picture of a flower and

several of interesting seed heads. I won’t be going back. Some of the show

gardens had interesting plants, but it’s not the same: it’s tricky even to find

the names of the plants, much less figure out where to get them.”

Her remedy? “I think the RHS should sponsor small specialist nurseries to

put on small specialist exhibits. The big commercial guys will do it for the

publicity, and some of it is amazing, but the little guys can’t afford to put in

the time and effort.”

Among others suggesting financial incentives for smaller nurseries are

garden writer Anna Pavord (“a special bursary?”) and Tom Hoblyn

(“Chelsea wouldn’t be Chelsea without a marquee brimful of perfect

plants”).

Tom Stuart-Smith agrees: “The RHS needs urgently to find a way of

encouraging the best British nurseries to stay, or return, or come in the

first place to Chelsea. No Avon Bulbs or Kelways or Blackmore & Langdon

last year – a great shame.”

Andy Sturgeon says: “The saving of the nursery exhibitors is the most

important thing. Maybe they should be paid to exhibit, or maybe it should

be easier for people to buy plants at the show? Perhaps a centralised click

and collect system?” (Nurseries have the option to sell plants at Chelsea,

but space for stock is limited.)

Past times: a woman is seen decorating the gates of the Royal Hospital Ground in Chelsea CREDIT:  Clara

Molden

Dan Pearson has an even more radical solution: “Could the number of

show gardens be reduced by half to allow for support to the specialist

growers? Main Avenue being rebalanced, for instance, and the marquee

being wrapped by growers on three sides who are given the opportunity to

do plant sales… Think the Great Dixter Plant Fair – a celebration of the

eclectic, what makes the UK so remarkable.”

There is support for this refocus on plants, perhaps surprisingly, from

Andrew Wilson, who was for years supremo of the RHS’s show-garden

judges.

“Gardens with a much greater emphasis on plants and planting design

would automatically be more sustainable, cheaper to produce, more easily

redistributed at the end of the show or sold off to visitors, and perhaps

more in line with the RHS remit of delivering horticulture,” he reflects.

“The drama would be reduced, but perhaps a more diverse range of

sponsors might be attracted.”

Lack of sponsorship indeed lies at the root of concerns about the show’s

future. “There were 23 show gardens in 2000, and just 11 in 2018,” observes

Anna Pavord. “Naturally, the sponsors want value for money so,

increasingly, what gardens there are pulsate in a frenzy of [corporate]

meaningfulness … I don’t really see a way out of this problem.”

Andrew Wilson adds: “Linked to this is the now wing-clipped financial

sector. Corporate entertainment and hospitality is much more restricted,

meaning that they in turn have had to explore new pastures. It’s difficult to

see how this will return, but gardens don’t have to be huge blockbusters to

engage and excite.”

Tom Hoblyn agrees that there may be an upside. “Charity and fundraising

gardens on shoestring budgets may become more commonplace, which

could be a good thing as it will truly test a designer’s skills, not being able

to hide behind expensive, precious things.”

Meanwhile for Andy Sturgeon, it’s the sponsors themselves which may be

at issue: “Chelsea is in danger of becoming too parochial when it should be

global, attracting prestige brands who should consider Chelsea relevant. At

the moment they are clearly not interested. Where are Google and Apple,

Tesla, or even Armani? Chelsea also needs to get young, disruptive brands

on board, or it will become stale and anachronistic.”

The issue of show-garden budgets touches a nerve, with most Chelsea

designers claiming – perhaps surprisingly – that too much is being spent

on these week-long confections.

For Anna Pavord, there is an argument for going super-small: “Perhaps

now is the time to scale down the spectacle? Bring back the window box

competition! It involved a good many gardening clubs and gave visitors

projects that were within the realms of possibility.”

Ann-Marie Powell envisages a budget-graded system: “I’d like to see an

area with a cap on expenditure in the gardens, alongside the aspirational

spaces.

It would be capped incrementally so we can see how people can be

creative, whether you want to spend, say, £25k, 50k, 100k or 250k – just so

people begin to understand how much a garden actually costs.”

Experienced Chelsea designer Jo Thompson agrees: “Is there a way that

the garden’s total value can land it in a certain category? And should that

amount of money even be being spent on something that is temporary?”

This issue of sustainability also crops up a lot. “It would be

transformational if the future life of a show garden formed part of the

judging process – just as important as the design, construction and

planting,” says designer Hugo Bugg. But Andrew Wilson sounds a note of

caution: “Many designers have explored the rebuild or redistribution of

gardens.

The former is not hugely sustainable, as materials are often damaged and

plants are often exhausted after Chelsea, or are generally of that season –

when a permanent garden may need wider interest.”

The layout and tone of the showground as a whole is also ripe for

discussion. “I have a love/hate relationship with Chelsea,” says designer

Christopher Bradley-Hole. “I love it for its quality, relentless intensity, for

its generosity and success. I’m less keen on what (inevitably) has come with

it – an assault on the senses, a kind of competitive, big-business marketing

frenzy.

“It’s tempting to ask, why can’t it have the charm of some of the shows

found on the continent – Courson, Bingerden, Freising or the season-long

shows in Sweden?”

As it is, overcrowding at the show is the one thing many people remember

about it. “Main Avenue is always a bit like a visitor motorway,” reflects

Ann-Marie Powell. “It’s hot, dusty, crowded and a tad overwhelming. How

lovely it would be if they could spread the ‘big hitters’ around the show a

little more, to encourage folk to explore the whole showground.”

Garden designer Andy Sturgeon has some radical solutions for RHS Chelsea CREDIT: Luke MacGregor

Andy Sturgeon has a radical solution: “I can envisage a raised walkway

above Main Avenue. It would create shade below and allow people a

different perspective on the gardens, which in turn would encourage

creativity from exhibitors. It would also allow for green walls, balconies

and other ideas.”

With regard to the potential future feel of the show gardens, Dan Pearson

asks: “Could there be a small number of bigger gardens, to allow through-

garden movement? Something more informal, a place for people to be

inside the gardens – adding a feel of egalitarianism?”

RHS Council member James Alexander-Sinclair adds a dose of realism:

“We have discussed moving the marquee and radically changing the

layout.

“But that is tricky because underground there are some hefty foundations

in order to stop [the marquee] collapsing and/or blowing into the Thames.

Also there are roads, services and drains in all the right places and other

dull considerations – if we start moving things about, it can become

hideously expensive.”

Finally, to return to Ann-Marie Powell: “I would so love Chelsea to be less

about money and more about embracing the creativity and wonder of

horticulture – how our gardens have done so much for our health, well-

being and sanity.”

Such sentiments may sound idealistic, but perhaps, in a financially

challenging environment, they could also hold the key to the future of the

world’s greatest flower show.

Ann-Marie Powell

Garden designer, presenter and journalist

CREDIT: Heathcliff O'Malley

With the Insta-generation adoring houseplants it would be wonderful to

see more of these – only a fraction of urban dwellers have any garden space

at all and there is an explosion of exciting ideas on indoor growing on

social media.

Perhaps interior plants could be given a marquee, possibly mingled with

the very best floral displays. We should support the floral arts, which are

having a tough time at the moment.

Christopher Bradley-Hole

Landscape designer 

CREDIT: Martin Pope

First, the RHS should replace the big plastic marquee with a pair of

pavilion structures which are beautiful in their own right. They would

have a more human scale and be carbon-neutral.

The pavilions would be separated to clear a central space (on the axis of the

Royal Hospital) to display the show gardens currently on Main Avenue.

Organised around a new piazza, the gardens could now be in a variety of

shapes and sizes, allowing for more creativity and change.

Next, focus on carving out spaces within the showground, to gather and

refresh. Look for opportunities to make the catering appear less

“commercial”. (Where is the heart of the show, where can I meet my

friends in a lovely space just to be in and relax? Where can I get a really

good cup of tea, or something to eat, in uplifting surroundings?)

James Basson

Garden designer 

CREDIT: Heathcliff O'Malley

Chelsea should be the catwalk show of horticulture – an opportunity for

designers, plantspeople and contractors to be creative. Of course we

should be sustainable and there should be awards in that direction too.

But foremost, please let’s keep it as a show: it should stay a bonanza of

bravado and boldness, judged and boasted about because it is the best in

the world. There is no merit to the tried and tested!

Anna Pavord

Author and gardening journalist

CREDIT: Christopher Jones

The empty spaces at Chelsea could be filled with displays based on the

plant trials, which show the very best side of the RHS. These are absolutely

germane to ordinary gardeners. “The 10 best bearded iris, the 10 best

alliums,” and so on. It would also bring useful attention to the Award of

Garden Merit (AGM) programme.

Anne Wareham

Author

CREDIT:  Charles Hawes

Let’s have Chelsea in late summer. We would have a whole range of

different plants to use, so Chelsea would have a whole new look. Many

gardens peak much earlier than they need to, so it would introduce

positive benefits for the nation’s gardens. People who’d got bored with

their gardens would be reinvigorated.

We’ve heard a lot recently about how plant sales mostly take place in late

spring to early summer, so this would help the hort trade too, by spreading

sales. It would also assist the tourist trade, bringing in garden visitors at a

point when garden-visiting is usually falling off.

Tom Stuart-Smith

Landscape architect, garden designer and writer

CREDIT: Heathcliff O'Malley

I would love to see the show reflect the concerns of today more than it

does, and to be more attractive to real gardeners, who increasingly stay

away.

The amount of money spent on show gardens is huge and all too often the

gardens excel at presentation and gloss rather than substance. It would be

good to see more gardens that address issues of sustainability and

conservation. The RHS shouldn’t be afraid of allowing gardens which are a

bit more earthy.
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